ON SYSTEMS OF PROJECTION

Introduction
Projection methods usually make it possible to reconstruct any manifold from its views and traces. We know that for this purpose a projection from one centre onto one plane is never sufficient. For description of projection method the lattice theory is very convenient. It is well known that the projective space may be considered as the lattice (see [2] , [3] , for instance). In [1] such methods of projection in n-dimensional projective space are analyzed, which make it possible to reconstruct any manifold only from its views. This paper analyses the problems of reconstruction from views and traces. Now the notions of projection will be recalled (see [1] ). We denote projection system by P = (s,r) where s,r eP. s will be called a projection centre and r projection plane. A projection system fulfilling the conditions: s nr = 0, s u r = 1 will be called regular.
If the projection system fulfils the conditions 8 u r = 1, then it will be called semiregular.
The manifold anr will be called the trace of the element a. On gyetama of projection those mentioned above will be moet suitable for reconstruction of the elements from its traces.
Methods of projection
In the last part of the paper the projection methods will be described, whioh make possible reconstructing any manifold from its views or from the traces and we will solve the problems of existence of those methods in n-dimensional projective 8pace over any field. hence each manifold a which verify the inequality w(a)<k oan be reconstructed from the views and every a such that w{a)i (2k+1) -(k+3) + 2 * k can be reconstructed from the traces. 2. If the dimension n is even i.e. n » 2k, than p » k+2 and hence every manifold a such that w(a) <k-1 car be reconstructed from the views and every manifold a such that w(a}^ 2k -(k+2) + 2 k can be reconstructed from the traces.
Conclusions: 1. In a 3-dimensional projective space there exists only one method of projection satisfying conditions of Theorem 3. This method consists of four projections from points onto the planes.
2. In a 4-dimensional projective space there exist two different projection methods satisfying conditions of Theorem 7. One of them has four projection centres as the points. The second one has to have three projection centres as the points and one as the line.
3. In a 6-dimensional projective space there exist four methods. In four points below we present the dimensions of projection centres which may be used in these methods:
